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DISCIPLINES

	THE DISCIPLINES REQUIRED.

Our passage from money rules/ to life must come first; is littered with the failure caused by want, pride, power, etc. To remove these

influences, other tools have been described for several purposes. But the primary tool is: the critical USA clause called ?first

amendment REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES?. Our legal constitutional right. Not only to tell our employees of government what they

can or cannot do by constitutional law. BUT THE LEGAL RIGHT called redress: to take those employees ?to court before us as

state or nation?/ and examine their participation, decisions, work, and costs to the best of our ability. So that we can rid ourselves of

traitors, and punish those who created criminal conduct and mischief in our name. We have the right of ownership/ we have the

authority of constitutional law. We are the power of this nation, because nothing of substance, gets done without our work!

Therefore reality states: unless attacked by our own military/ we the people are rulers here, UNDER constitutional law.

That presents us all with this paradigm: the US supreme court, and all its subsets/ is completely BROKEN. Which means we cannot

simply rely upon those who betrayed the nation itself. The consequent of that would be to rely upon the other branches of

government, to ?clear the corruption?/ but they are BROKEN too! Which means we must rely upon ourselves.

Established by the law of democracy itself are the following selection of words.

?We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That, whenever any form of government

becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter it, or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its

foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness....? Declaration of Independence; USA .

Subset 2: BILL OF RIGHTS

?Section two: that all power is vested in, and consequently derived from the people; that magistrates (judges) are their trustees and

servants, and at all times amenable to them.

Section three........................?when any government shall be found inadequate or contrary to these purposes, a majority of the

community hath indubitable, inalienable, and infeasible right to reform, alter, or abolish it, in such manner as shall be judged most

conducive to the public weal.

We then apply the foundation agreement, which fundamentally became ?the government of this UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

(our agreement as a people: establishing, THIS IS, our purpose, & our desire here; in this nation/ in this place: to become,

THEREBY UNITED as one people)?.

That primary foundation is: ?We the people of this United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure

domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves

and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America?.

These words: SPELL OUT, the primary function and job, for each and every employee hired to do that work, in our name/ for our

future, and EVERY child. Reality states plainly by the evidence: those hired including decades past/ HAVE BEEN A COMPLETE,

and utter failure. Robbing us of first amendment rights by removing the constitution itself from the courtroom. As is plainly and

simply proven by sufficient lawsuits: brought to state and federal courts, within constitutional law and its primary purpose. To

protect this nation and its people/ to provide democratic authority to investigate, examine and intervene in the potential tragedies

listed/ and to claim fundamental legal rights such as: YOU CAN'T, GAMBLE WITH OUR LIVES/ THREATENING DEATH TO

OUR PLANET, OUR FUTURE, COUNTERFEIT OUR MONEY OR MUTILATE OUR NATURE; without our TRUE informed

consent & subsequent vote. So summarized; by James Frank Osterbur. Causes sufficient to establish the criminal contamination, of

?our free press?. By its absence; as the US supreme court did in fact sell that communication of the people/ by the people/ and for

the people; to a tiny few who now own it all, and propagate ONLY what power or pride, wants us to hear. This is anarchy proven

true: by the court/ and against the nation called America. It is treason, as the needs related in each and every case provide: a cause to

investigate the failure of JUSTICE, FAIR PLAY, and EQUALITY for all the people. Treason is participation in the murder/

dispossession/ or deliberate lies against an identified group of people: such as state or nation. NOTHING could identify murder more

deliberately, than risking all life on this planet; by bringing the same fire here as is on the sun. There are no second chances: once

ignited, IF it does not ?extinguish itself?/ as the university cult insists/ THEN WE ALL DIE, because this planet is entirely made out
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of fuel for that fire. IT BURNS ATOMIC BONDS/ similar to a fire here that we know burns molecular bonds, ?with oxygen?. Only

nothing else is required ?for sun fire?. Every life/ every potential life/ everything, including the planet itself IS BEING GAMBLED

WITH! By those who wish to play god.

Consistent with their disgrace is: the building of toys to do this/ the reality of science unleashed to worship its religion called

evolution: IS COUNTERFEITING OF OUR MONEY. The federal reserve table L.5 assets and liabilities of this USA; establish in

excess of $200 trillion dollars in claimed assets. Divided by 7.2 billion people that equals $27,777.77 dollars, PER HUMAN FACE

on this planet at those numbers. Which gives access to every person in the world: to buy our property, and take control over our

land. Dispossessing the citizens of this nation itself. Go find out WHO OWNS THE NATION; look in the real estate investment

trusts/ the people who buy ?reverse mortgages?/ and ALL that wall street does; AS WELL AS, the things these traitors have sold

behind our backs... Because they lie, about inflation/ and they lie about everything else. They have conceived of ?debts don't matter,

for governments?. And given all control over the currency supply to traitors/ to the university led development of pandemic betrayal;

against every working person in this nation. Trial illuminates that, and proves the majority; employees of America are traitors. But

with a cause, ?because the elders absolutely DON'T want to pay/ absolutely DON'T want to change/ absolutely REFUSE to protect

the children or this world/ and fundamentally hide from it all, believing ?let me die first?. Let the children PAY. To your shame.

So what then?

First is: the terrorists of university, industries, and all forms of extreme experimentation which includes the mutilation of nature by

ANY CAUSE or means: SHALL BE STOPPED. Then examined, for WHAT CAN GO WRONG. And then applied as necessary, to

an informed public vote.

THEN, we go to the disciplines of constitutional law, and discover WHO IS/ and who is not obeying our commands.

TO ACCOMPLISH THIS: the literal FREE PRESS, must be REBORN!

That functionally means: an open door, for any and all who present ?verified or important considerations/ with consequences that we

CANNOT ALLOW, to be wrong?. Or are in direct violation of our constitutional intent; as defined above and throughout the

documents referred to as ?OUR GOVERNMENT?. WE, gave no such authority to our employees. They are employees/ WE, THE

PEOPLE, through our constitutional declaration: are the government! Period, this is not in question/ WE, are the owners here: WE

DECIDE, by vote.

To accomplish raising the free press from its ashes/ and removing propaganda from our minds: those who control media in all its

forms SHALL surrender their control in absolute certainty. One single movement to control or edit/ and you will go to prison for

treason. We own the air/ we own the minds of our citizens/ we will hear, what is called truth; as best we can/ from the widest

possible method of finding its true source. Regardless of ANY ?diploma?; those who have information that is important for our

world, nature, planet, lives, children, oceans, ETC/ ETC/ ETC. SHALL BE INVITED, and paid according to the information

displayed, and then proven true for our purposes of resurrecting this democracy from the sewage of ?University rule?. Those who

are destined for prison/ shall indeed go. The examination of every attacker/ SHALL be established. Medicine attacks to destroy the

financial stability of this nation and its people. Business attacks, trying and deliberately controlling or monopolizing every form of

work and labor they can. Industry attacks, destroying the resources every child needs; for nothing better than ?throw it in the

garbage?. Wall street, counterfeits and plays with our lives: constructing THIEVES. ETC.

WE, are the owners here. Remember that/ regardless if I live or die.
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